TREES

I think that I shall never see
A poem as lovely as a tree.

A tree whose hungry mouth is preset
Against the earth’s sweet flowing breast;

A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;

A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;

Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.

Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.

-Joyce Kilmer

TREES AS COSMIC HARMONIZERS

Trees have stood as Cosmic Harmonizers here on earth for longer than man has inhabited the earth. Many ancient cultures were aware of the harmonizing effect of trees and revered them, especially large old trees, and used their proximity for spiritual meetings as well as village gatherings. Take for example the druids and their use of oak trees and oak groves; the Indo-Europeans recognized a spiritual aspect of trees and begged their forgiveness before pruning the tree or chopping the tree down; the Ainu in Japan credit the willow tree with forming the backbone of the first person’ the Dumuryia clan in India claim the fig tree to be their ancestral tree; the giant Redwoods on the American west coast are believed to be the remnants of ancient Lemuria and were revered by the native Americans and the myths go on.

But, today the realm of nature has been cut-off from the cosmos through man’s unenlightened actions. Some of these actions such as the paving of huge parking lots, roads (highways), air-strips, and the rampant spread of urban sprawl; all of which ends up sealing the surface of the earth from the cosmos. Then we have the visible chemical trails, electric lines, and telephone lines; along with the invisible emissions from radio and microwave towers, etc. forming an electromagnetic shield around the earth that does not allow the cosmic energies to reach what is left of the earth’s surface. Once upon a time all the trees that covered the earth were able to regulate the many chemical and spiritual processes that took place in and above the earth which made the earth such a magnificent planet.

Now we humans must do all we can to bring the cosmic energies back to the earth to help in the healing process. By implanting certain Biodynamic preparations around a tree, it can once again become the connecting force between the cosmic universe and this earth world. The preparations emanating through the tree dissolve the electromagnetic energy shield to allow for the penetration of cosmic energies into the earth atmosphere and subsequently the body of the earth.
STEPS TO PREPARE THE TREE TO BECOME A POTENT HARMONIZER

- Place free hand on tree and keep it there during the following questions.
- Using a pendulum ascertain that you will be allowed to work with the tree by asking questions, “May I, Can I, shall I, dowse to ascertain if this tree is properly aligned?” If the answer is yes then the process can proceed.
- Next ask, “What is the current orientation of the etheric (life) body of this tree?” The pendulum should swing back and forth indicating a specific compass direction.
- Then ask, “What is the most healthful orientation in the earth for the life body of this tree for its best or most perfect future growth?” The pendulum should again respond by indicating a specific compass direction which is substantially different from that shown as its current orientation.
- To establish this new orientation for the tree the request can be phrased as follows: “In accordance with God’s Will, with the help of the Holy Spirit, and in the name of Christ Jesus (or using a prayer suitable for your belief system), I request that the life body of this tree be realigned in the earth to that orientation best suited for future growth and health of this tree.”

Even if nothing further is done, the re-oriented tree will express itself henceforward in healthier annual growth and be less susceptible to insect damage with its newly adjust energy field. However, by using the Biodynamic preparations within the energy field of the tree, the natural rhythm of the rise and fall of the tree’s sap on a daily, as well as an annual basis, will carry the energy of the preparations not only to the tree, but to a wide area around it.

- Last step- the preparations #500, #508, & #BC are to be buried in their containers in the cardinal directions as shown in chart below. The #501/#501x container is hung/affixed to the tree about 2 feet above the ground.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>North</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BD #500 or #500(x) (BLACK)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEST</th>
<th>COSMIC HARMONIZER TREE</th>
<th>EAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BD#501 OR #501 (5X) (WHITE)</td>
<td></td>
<td>BD#508 (GREEN)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOUTH</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#BC (RED)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tree(s), so treated, will have a healthier future life and, most especially, improve the life and health of the soil, animals, and yes humans, in an amazingly wide radius.